The Baggara Tribes
for although they remain on the river lands with their
cattle for only a short time, individuals are tempted to
penetrate far south for game or honey, and in the old days
for slaves.
No doubt their isolation from other Arab tribes has
done much to emphasise their peculiarities. They speak
a very distinctive dialect, using many onomatopoeic
words, many emphatic particles and with a number of
grammatical variations from ordinary Sudan Arabic.
They also have many peculiar customs, especially in
marriage, and their women enjoy a freedom unknown
among sedentary Arabs and even among the northern
nomads. But a stronger influence on them than this
isolation has been their close connection with the black
tribes of the south. Their proximity, and the fact that
slaves sent north would first pass through their hands when
they would detain the best, has led to a great admixture
of black blood in the Baggara, so considerable that many
of them are rather negroid than Arab in appearance.
The men have usually thick lips and snub noses, and the
women are small in stature and have often very short
hair, and the prevailing colour everywhere is dark rather
than light. One finds the ex-slave rearing his master's
children and marrying his own to them without occasioning
more than a passing comment, and often from their
appearance one would be hard put to it to say which was
of slave blood and which of free. Yet they have succeeded
in maintaining their pride of race and imbuing their freed
slaves with much of their independent spirit.
Passing to a more detailed view of their way of life,
one of the most important features is the lack of mobility
of the cattle-owner. He cannot ever escape to the south
with his cattle, and usually only during the rains can he
leave his dar to the north. Although he can move sur-
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